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LIASA MEMBERS VISIT LETHABO POWER STATION
LIASA MEETINGS
2017
These LIASA general meetings will
be held at the Jeppe Quondam Club,
starting at 09:00 …
General - Wed 2nd August
LIASA AGM - Wed 11th Oct.
Please remember that nominations
for office for 2018 are to reach Secretary Bonnie Peden by latest 11th
September.
Please include your nominations for
awards … ‘Doyen of the Year’, most
‘Up-and-Coming’ young member
and any ‘Special Award’.

INDEX
flr: Kurt Scholtz, Host Eugene Ferreira, Alex Gomes, Hennie Hudson, Charley Morgan, Mickey Martin, Peter Murray, & Schindler MD George Ramos.

Congratulations
to
Bonnie Peden, LIASA National Executive Secretary, who
recently
completed
her 3-year Diploma
course in Project
Management. Bonnie
has now enrolled for
her BA Admin degree
at Unisa, with her
first projects already
submitted.
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RSA LIFT ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 1964 < 1994
In the June edition of Educom, we discussed the legislation applicable in the 20th and 21st Century. With
this issue we give you an overview of how that legislation developed and the manpower that made it happen

DoL’S CONTROL OVER THE LIFT
INDUSTRY - 1960’s to MILLENNIUM
With the writer’s introduction into the Lift Industry in
April 1964, DoL had a hands-on control through legislation, registration and inspection. South Africa, with its
neighbouring Bantustan and SWA countries, were controlled by DoL Pretoria. Each RSA province, Swaziland, Lesotho and Windhoek lift and escalator installations were preceded by a area code … Johannesburg
was 1, Pretoria 2, Cape Town 3, Durban 4, Bloem 5,
PE 6 right up to Windhoek 9 etc.
The Chief Inspector was Gus Weich, with Deputy Mr
Agenbach in Pretoria; Deputy in Johannesburg was Mr
Left, followed by Bill Tenant; PE was Theo Roskam;
Durban was George Kelly; and Cape Town (forgot).
Apart from Gus Weich, all the ‘Government’ inspectors
carried out the requisite initial commissioning lift inspections, with us supplying the test weights, measuring tools and labour, right down to a white dust coat
and chalk for the inspector. They in that period inspected all lifts and escalators under the 1942 Factories
and Machinery Works Act.
These same inspectors carried out the routine inspections thereafter every 3 to 5 years, mostly depending
on location. With the explosion of lift installations during the 1960’s and 1970’s, they were certainly kept
busy. But during this period lift technology took a quantum leap, with contract speeds doubling from 3,0 m/s
to 6,0 m/s. The local field engineers were sent to their
overseas principals for technical upgrade developmental courses on the new controls which saw the continuum shift from relay, to solid state, to PLC and on to
transistorized control in a short spate of ± 15 years.
The Government inspectors also lagged in knowledge
and application, resulting in Messrs Weich and Aggenbach visiting Europe as Otis’ and Schindler’s guests
early in 1983, culminating in meeting with their European inspection counterparts, who had only then recently
upgraded their European lift legislation. This resulted
in the 1984 Machinery and Occupational Health and
Safety Act (MOSAct) being promulgated in the RSA.
With the aging installations, serious incidents and accidents started happening. To negate this, the new Chief
Inspector Mr Andre du Plessis instituted more regular
inspections with the selection options falling to the inspector. He would just arrange an inspection date for a
certain area for that company, say West Rand. You
then picked him up and he told you which installation
to visit. Since test weights were not needed, this system only required you with an assistant. Where some
routine inspections had previously slipped to say 7
years, the periods now reduced down to ± 3 years.

With the advent of the New Democratic South Africa,
these government inspectors were put to pasture, to
be replaced by in-company field engineers from the
multi-national lift companies for an initial period of 18
months whilst a special Lift Industry Registration Committee (LIRC) were preparing a strategy for legislation,
under the effective control of DoL’s former Chief Inspector, Mr Andre du Plessis, who officiated as the
project leader on behalf of ECSA (Engineering Council), ably assisted by Deputy Chief (Oom) Jan van Wyk.

LIFT INDUSTRY MANPOWER
in the OLD SOUTH AFRICA
1.

Lift Engineering Association of South Africa

The multi-nationals effectively operated their companies under the management principles defined by their
overseas principals. It was however necessary to create an industry unitary base as the Lift Engineering
Association of South Africa (LEASA). This association elected a committee of Elton Möller (CEO of Otis),
Rene Hassler (CEO of Schindler), Pat Hindley (CEO of
Mitsubishi) and Jack Ligeti (CEO of Sabiem). They
orchestrated the annual collective bargaining under the
banner of the Metal Industries with the Labour Unions,
specifically Ben Nicholson of the SA Electrical Worker’s Union. This became know as the Lift House
Agreement.
The agreement defined the categories of labour, viz …
 Category 1 Lift Mechanic
 Category 2 Spray-painting/shop fitting
 Category 3 Field Operator
 Category 4 Field Labourer
In addition, they were categorized as Maintenance,
Repair and Construction.
2.

LEASA Education & Training Sub-Committee

From 1980 this Sub-Committee gained a lot of prominence with respect to the E & T requirements for Apprentices and Operators. The committee consisted of
Dave Bevan and Tommy Martin from Otis; Theo Kleinhans and Mike Barley from Schindler; Robbie Coslett
from Mitsubishi; and Harry Charalambous from Sabiem
(Kone).
New labour legislation saw training levies being imposed on all the lift companies, which in part, forced
the multi-nationals to create their own in-house Training Centres for their staff. On successful completion of
training modules, the Metal Industries Training Fund
paid out allowances of up to R12 000 per Operator
(One-year course) and R24 000 per Apprentice (3Year course).
The apprentice head-count at that stage was 125 for
Otis, 105 for Schindler, 45 for Mitsubishi and 25 for
Sabiem. The Sub-Committee created a technical profile for lift apprentices, including training modules.
Continued Opposite >
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LIFT ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 1994 to DATE
THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA - 1994
1.

ECSA LIRC

The so-called ‘Peer-group’ at ECSA, in 1994 became
appointed by the Minister as LIRC, in order to give
credibility to the Committee for registering new Lift Inspectors. The Chairman was ex-DoL Deputy Inspector
Oom Jan van Wyk, with Theo Kleinhans as Deputy
Chairman. Both incumbents represented LIRC on the
ECSA national Central Registration Committee.
LIRC adapted the latest ‘Lift Mechanic’ profile issued
by the LEASA E&T Sub-Committee, using the training
schemes of work for recognition by the newly created
SASQUA. The lift mechanic definition under the existing MOSAct stated … “one who has successfully completed an engineering apprenticeship, including at
least one year in the maintenance of such equipment”.
The minimum requirement for registration as a ‘Lift
Inspector’ was therefore complying to the lift Mechanic
definition, together with at least an N3 certificate.
2.

Caveat Emptor to the Lift Industry

The Occupational Health and safety Act No.85 became Law in 1994. Together with Black Empowerment, Skills Development, Employment Equity and
Affirmative Actions Acts, the Lift Industry was required
over a very short period of time to employ staff that
were more representative of the national demographics. The definition of a ‘Lift Mechanic’ was
immediately altered with engineering apprenticeship
being replaced by learnership. The requirement for a
technical schooling qualification was also dropped.

staff who installed them. In my professional opinion,
the following (for example) absolutely technically
superb Schindler Gauteng installations stand out as
a cut above the rest …






As there were insufficient able lift technicians in SA
over that period to meet the explosive sales in new
lift installations, Schindler imported them from Europe, the majority of whom stayed to get married
and raise families in South Africa.
Most of these technicians rose to supervisory and
management positions … From what I remember ...








Thus the hundreds of Operators in the industry with a
one-year training course, could be registered by the
Metal Industry’s Board as ‘Artisans’. This immediately
met the Lift Industry’s shortage of technical labour, but
created the caveat emptor in that they had no technical schooling at a higher level with at least mathematics, engineering and electrical wiring regulations.



3.



Change Learnership back to Apprenticeships

The sooner DoL reverse their previous politically inspired legislation back to what the Lift Industry needs,
the better. It is now 23 years since Madiba spearheaded the New Democratic South Africa. We need to
get the Lift Industry, in fact all industries, back on par
with the rest of the world. There are of late a plentiful
supply of black apprentices with superior N6 certificates qualifying as lift mechanic artisans in South Africa.
4.

Lift Installation and Maintenance Quality
of Yester-Year.

Having recently been involved in upgrade technicalities and quoting mandates on old installations, we had
to stand and revel at the quality seen now at least 45
years later. Having been involved on these installations originally, I can vouch for them as well as the

Hillbrow MWT (1971) … Hanspeter Burri
SABC Auckland Park (1974/5) … Bruno Isler
Volkskas Pretoria (1978/9) … Daniel Fischer, Rudi
Weisbaum & Erich Maeder
Sanlam Pretoria (1979/80) … Rudi Weisbaum, Alois Schilter & Eric Maeder
SA Reserve Bank Pretoria (1986/7) … Rudi & Eric









Vim Groose ex Holland … Technical Manager
Salisbury, Rhodesia
Joe Swarte ex Holland … Technical Manager Cape
Town
Daniel Fischer ex Holland … Nasional Technical
Manager based in Johannesburg
Otto Burri ex Switzerland … Bloemfontein Branch
Manager
Klaus Pritzen … Windhoek Branch Manager
Fritz Höfer ex Switzerland … Technical Manager
Durban and later PE
Bruno Isler ex Switzerland … National Technical
Methods Manager, Head Office. Now a Consultant
Bernard Schönenberger ex Switzerland … Repair
Manager, JHBurg
Rudi Weisbaum ex Switzerland … Construction
Manager Pretoria. Later returned back to Bern
Jan Michels ex Holland … Field Engineer Pretoria
Norbert Knaus ex Germany ... Field Engineer Pretoria & JHBurg
Peter Hoffmann ex Germany … Service Manager
Pretoria & JHBurg
Harry Cuypers ex Holland … Service Supervisor
Pretoria
Fritz Hargreise ex Holland … Repair Supervisor
Pretoria
Heine Spahr ex Switzerland … Service Supervisor
JHBurg

I remember Mr Alfred Schindler visiting Volkskas
Bank Pretoria in 1978 to see the new Schindler
Aconic Variomatic running at 5,0m/s with the new
double-crucible guide-roller shoes that ran so quiet
and smoothly. Rudi Weisbaum balanced a R5 coin
on the car floor tiles. We then travelled from lower
basement, stopping three times, up to the 24th floor
… without the coin falling over. Mr Schindler inquired
from Rudi if he could keep the coin as a memento to
the top Schindler South African installation quality.
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BBC NEWS APP : HOW LIFTS TRANSFORMED
THE SHAPE OF OUR MODERN CITIES
Sent by Eddie Cook & Brian French

We don't tend to think of
‘LIFTS’ as mass transportation
systems, but that's what they
are. They move hundreds of
millions of people every day.
China alone, is reported to be
installing 660,000 lifts a year.

The current tallest building in
the world, Dubai's Burj Khalifa, has more than 300,000 sq
m (3.2 million sq ft) of floor
space. The brilliantly engineered Sears Tower in Chicago
has more than 400,000.

Stand-alone steelwork in a modern multi-shaft lift atrium

The fact that so many people can work together in
huge buildings on compact sites has only been made
possible because of the lift (UK) or elevator (USA).
The safety lifts themselves have existed for a long
time. Archimedes is said to have built one in ancient
Greece. With the advent of the Industrial Revolution
in 1743, at the Palace of Versailles, Louis XV used one
for clandestine visits to and from his mistress’ chambers. The power for Louis's secret love-lift was supplied by a servant in a chimney breast, standing ready
to haul on the rope when required. Other lifts in ancient Rome, Hungary, China and Egypt were manually powered by slaves and animals.

Louis XV’s boudoir at the Versailles Palace

LIFT REGULATIONS & STANDARDS APPLICABLE
Factories & Machinery &
Building Works Act No.22
of 1941

Machinery & Occupational Health & Safety Act
No.6 of 1983 (MOSAct)

Regulations incorporate standards as follows :

Regulations incorporate standards as follows :

‘C’ Regulations Part-6
Elevators

‘C’ Regulations Part-6
Elevators

SANS 1545-1 } Elevators (Elect)
SANS 1545-2} Elevators (Hyd)
SANS 1545-10 Insp & Test

‘C’ Regulations Part-7
Escalators

‘C’ Regulations Part-7
Escalators

DRIVEN MACHINERY
DMR 17 - Hoists

‘C’45 - Hoists

Driven Machinery
DMR 17 - Hoists

GENERAL

GENERAL

Occupational Health &
Safety Act (OHSAct)
No.85 of 1993

Occupational Health &
Safety Act Amendments of
September 2010

SANS 1543(1) Escalators

SANS 1543 Escalators
SANS 1545-1 } Elevators (Elect)
SANS 1545-2} Elevators (Hyd)
SANS 1545-3 (Stair-lifts)
SANS 1545-4 (Vertical Platforms)
SANS 1545-5 (Access Goods Only)
SANS 1545-6 (Rack & Pinion)
SANS 1545-9 (Fire resist doors)
SANS 50280 (Scissors Lifts)
SANS 10360 (Maint & Repair)
SANS 21 Escalator & Pass Conve
SANS50081-1 Safety rules Elect
SANS 50081-2 Safety rules Hydr
GENERAL

The initial commissioning date specified on the DoL certificate will determine which of the above four compartments the installation falls in for the sake of measuring ‘compliance’. Each consecutive modernisation upgrade falling within an ensuing compartment then determines what new compliance requirements should be specified with the scope of work for the upgrade project.
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SALE OF BUSINESS GOODWILL : PURCHASER BEWARE!

LAW OF CONTRACT: TERMS
AND CONDITIONS ...

We have been involved in several litigation cases over the
past decade or two with lift service provider company buyouts. It has become obvious that when buying a business as a
going concern, inclusive of the goodwill attached thereto,
the buyer be sufficiently protected in the agreement of sale
against the former employees and/or directors stealing his
clients/customers for a new competing business?
There is an implied prohibition in our law (the so-called
“Trego prohibition”, which was accepted by our court of
appeal in the case of A Becker & Co (Pty) Ltd v Becker &
others 1981 (3) SA 406 (A)) which prohibits the seller of
goodwill from canvassing existing clients of the business
away from the purchaser.
The question of whether or not this implied prohibition binds
anyone other than the seller in a sale transaction, was recently decided by the Supreme Court of Appeal (“SCA”) in the
case of GrainCo (Pty) Ltd v Van der Merwe (case number:
20693/2014 [2016] ZASCA 42 (judgment delivered as recent
as 30 March 2016).
The first and second respondents (“the employees”) in this
matter were former employees of the appellant (“GrainCo”).
When GrainCo amalgamated with a different business, the
employees each agreed, interalia, to a five year restraint of
trade clause which prohibited them from competing with
the purchaser of the business. Upon the expiry of the restraints of trade, the employees opened a competing business
across the road from GrainCo (and in the process also hired
staff that had previously worked for GrainCo) … sounds
familiar, doesn’t it?

Most lift service providers make use of “standard terms and
conditions” of contract. It is however frequently the case that
such terms and conditions are not specifically included in
quotations, service provider contracts and other contractual
documents, even though they are intended to, and often do
form part thereof. In many instances they are merely referred
to.
The question then is ... “when are standard terms and conditions of contract incorporated into a contract”? The Supreme
Court of Appeal (“SCA”) dealt with this issue extensively in
the decision of Cape Group Construction (Pty) Ltd t/a
Forbes Waterproofing v Government of the United Kingdom
2003 JOL 11056 SCA.
The facts are briefly as follows … The UK Government
owned a house in Cape Town which developed a leak. Cape
Construction was called in to fix the leak. They faxed their
quotation to the UK Government on their standard company
letterhead. At the foot of the quotation appeared the words:
“SEE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OVERLEAF”. The quotation was accepted. The page containing the said terms and
conditions was however not transmitted with the fax. The
said terms and conditions of contract limited Cape Construction’s liability for loss and damage to the UK Government’s
property. During the exercise of the contract the roof of the
property caught fire due to the negligence of one of Cape
Construction’s employees. The UK Government sued Cape
Construction which action was met with a defence in accordance with the exclusion of liability clause contained in the
standard terms and conditions of contract.
The question which therefore arose was whether the standard
terms and conditions of contract formed part of the contract
concluded between the parties. The Court held that the injunction “SEE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OVERLEAF”
did not convey that there were standard terms and conditions
available for inspection if the UK Government wished to see
them. If no additional terms or conditions were transmitted,
then there were none applicable to the particular contract.
The SCA relied on the decision of Home Fires Transvaal CC
v Van Wyk and another 2002 (2) SA 375 W which similarly
dealt with an order which was delivered by fax incorporating
the words: “see reverse side for further conditions”. The
reverse side was not transmitted. The Court in this case
held that by omitting to send the reverse side of the order to
van Wyk, Home Fires must be held to not to have intended
to conclude a contract on the basis of the terms and conditions in question.
A distinction can be drawn when a recipient signs acknowledgement that he has read and understood the standard terms
and conditions of contract, regardless of whether he has in
fact read them or not.

GrainCo brought an application in the Western Cape High
Court seeking to interdict the employees and the competing
business from canvassing customers of GrainCo in an attempt to lure them to their newly started competing business.
The application was dismissed by the High Court on the basis that the employees were not the sellers of the business
and thus not bound by the implied prohibition.
On appeal, the decision of the High Court was confirmed by
the SCA and the application dismissed with costs. In light of
this case of GrainCo, it is important to ensure that The Purchaser is adequately protected vis-à-vis third parties when
buying a business as a going concern by inserting the necessaries warranties into the agreement of sale on the advice of
an attorney.
Acknowledgement:
Original case write-up by Gavin Meinking, currently a senior
associate in the Cape Town office of C&A Friedlander Inc.

16th June - ‘PROCLOMATION 5’ of 1900
On 16th June 1900 the British Commander Frederick Roberts, issued his infamous proclamation to focus battle attention on the softer Boer targets … the women and children,
interning them in prisoner-of-war camps. These concentration camps were responsible for the death of 3 000 Afrikaner women and 24 000 children.
Yet the British forces of over half a million, could not subdue the Afrikaner spirit of the 55 000 Boers fighting them
in the Free State at that time ...

16th June - NATIONAL YOUTHDAY
On the 16th June, South Africa celebrated the 1976 Uprising
that began in Soweto and spread countrywide, profoundly
changing the socio-political landscape in South Africa.
When the language of Afrikaans alongside English was
made compulsory as a medium of instruction in schools in
1974, black students began mobilizing themselves ...
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW : LIFT INDUSTRY PENSIONERS?
OTTO BURRI - Schindler Lift Pensioner
On Page 3 of this issue of Educom, we mention the old
Schindler stalwarts who were imported in the 1950’s, 60’s
and 70’s to assist with the new lift installations. We endeavoured to determine where they are now and what
they were doing. Thanks to Wilma de Wet of Schindler
Bloemfontein for getting us a notification from Otto Burri …
“I joined Schindler in Lucerne, Switzerland in 1944. In
1952 Schindler were seeking lift erectors for new installations in South Africa. The buildings, especially Hillbrow
and Berea, were getting higher and higher - Two to three
times the average in Switzerland. Together with René
Hassler we applied and were transferred on an initial 3year contract to South Africa.
We sailed to Durban on ‘The Africa’ in June 1952. On
board I acted as the official photographer for the newlywed
Hasslers. It was our first sea trip on the open sea, so we
avoided sea-sichness by staying close to a bottle of whiskey.
My first year in Johannesburg was difficult, to say the
least. Not only did I have language problems, but countless unknown insects attacked me in lift shafts and would
not leave me alone at night either. Our accommodation
would not have gained a single star grading.
In 1953 I volunteered to take a transfer to Bloemfontein. I
wanted to see the country and widen my horizons. I arrived in Bloem to find a ‘branch’ consisting of the manager
Mr Killoran, myself as erector, serviceman, office boy and
acting supervisor - Plus we had 3 or 4 lifts!
I soon joined the rowing club, with nearly every weekend
seeing me on the Modder River near Masselspoort. After 4
years in the country, I went on an extended holiday to
Switzerland and came back with my wife, Helen.
Bloemfontein started growing, and so did my family. I had
decided to stay in this beautiful country. Soon Kimberley,
Welkom and Maseru (Lesotho) were established and became sub-branches. I was appointed full-time supervisor
and in 1976 Branch Manager. At that stage Bloem had
over 400 Schindler lifts installed.

FOUNDATION of the RSA LIFT INDUSTRY
We consistently revel on the quality of the lift equipment from the days of yore. It is now time to give credibility and thanks to the staff who created these quality
lift installations, from sales, engineering, manufacture,
installation, maintenance and repair. We therefore expended the effort to find them and report back to you.
Thanks to Willem du Toit for the Otis inputs. Perhaps
we can prevail on Peter Murray for the Melco and
Riekie du Plessis for the Sabiem-Kone news.
We even located Klaus Pritzen, ex-Schindler, now 87
and wiry as gemsbuck biltong, who retired to the Namibian Kamenjab, some 100km from Walvis Bay in the
Namib, from whom we have also requested an article.

OTIS - PENSIONER’S RE-UNION
For a couple of years now ex-Otis pensioners get together four times a year at Jeppe Quondam round about
noon for a nice meal and a couple of drinks. Rodney Hyman from Elemod Electronics is the organizer of these
events assisted by Jimmy Brown.

I first heard about these gatherings about two years ago
and was privileged to now attend as regularly as I can.
This is something that I will not miss easily in future. It is
so refreshing for ‘old-timers’ to talk about the good old
days in the field and to hear what everybody is up to lately. Strange how mostly you only remember the good and
positive things in life. The difficult times are archived.
Very interesting how the old timers still want to know
what is going on in the industry. They can get good and
regular feedback, because there is still a good number of
us employed ons way or another in the lift industry.
There are presently 42 of us pensioners on the contact
list. At times we experience a good turn-out, but this time
around there were only 9 of us present when it was so
cold this month.

I decided to retire in May 1988, after serving Schindler for
44 years. My hobbies of gardening (cacti and succulents),
stone collecting and polishing, as well as photography
kept me busy and fulfilled. We really got to know South
Africa and the southern countries. We still travel approximately 4-months of every year in our motor-home, effectionately known as ‘The Husli’ (little house).
Helen and I work for our church organisations, mainly selfhelp projects, fundraising and upkeep of the gardens. Five
years ago our house and garden became too big for us;
and the stone and polishing hobby/business too demanding. After much thought we moved into a retirement village
in 1996 which was much more user-friendly for us. I am
the only one with an ’African’ garden, colourful stones,
succulents, cacti and pachypodiums. There is never a dull
moment, so we live happily ever after - Otto Burri”.

Clockwise around the table starting with Jimmy Brown we
have Joe Dos Santos, Wally Cooley, Colleen Fisher, Arthur
Fisher, Rodney Hyman, Paul Field and Anita Glinzler.
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FROM WILLEM du TOIT’S DESK
LOAD PLATES in LIFT CARS
We still regularly get arguments about load plates in lift
cars, whilst we have a standard which is clear and simple to understand. When lifts are imported from overseas it does not automatically mean that the indications
on the car operation panels (COP’s) are correct.
Clause 15 of SANS 50081-1 is very clear and simple to
comply with …
“15.1 Labels, notices, markings and operating
instructions shall be indelible, legible and readily
understandable. They shall be untearable, of durable material and placed in a visible position.”

This is where the first problem lies - load plates are
not always in a visible position to a person approaching
or entering a lift car. Surely at or on the COP would be
the best place for a load plate?
15.2 Car
“15.2.1 In the car, the rated load of the lift in kilo
-grams as well as the number of persons shall be
displayed. The number of persons shall be determined by reference to the tables in 8.2.3.”
The notice shall be as follows:
“… kg … Persons.”
The minimum height of the characters used for
the notice shall be:
a) 10 mm for Capital letters and numbers and
b) 7 mm for small letters.”

This is where the second problem lies - the size of the
characters in imported lifts do not always comply in
size.
“5.2.2
The vendor’s name and the vendor’s
identification number shall be displayed in the lift
car.”

The third problem is usually with the identification number. Although the standard calls for the vendor’s identification number, the practice in South Africa is to display the Official Registration Number.

BRIAN FRENCH ...
EX GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR
E-Mail Received from Brian French

“Hello Theo, a very pleasant surprise to receive your email and to let you know that indeed Eddie (Cooke)
passes on every Educom issue to me.
It was always a pleasure for me in the past as an Inspector of Machinery to interact with the elevator industry.
Hence my continued interest in conditions today that you
and your contributors put so well, with pen to paper, in
the effort to maintain expected safety and quality standards … which must never be compromised!
I retired from the DoL head office, Pretoria during 1992
and ever since have been engaged in giving lectures to
those wishing to obtain their Government Certificate of
Competency for Factories and Mines. This activity keeps
my marbles polished even though the bones sometimes
complain of now being 80!
The Engineering Council of South Africa also engage me
as a team-member on their accreditation visits to the
various Universities, which I enjoy doing immensely.
Past hobby was hiking and trekking in Nepal, but now
electronics with RaspberryPi and Python behind a computer!
Glad that you Theo, are active and continuing to pass on
your knowledge to others. I like you, would also like to
know ‘Where are they now’, and ‘die ou manne’ in the
elevator industry of years past?
With warm regards (for it’s presently bitterly cold here in
Pretoria ) - Brian”.

Brian French

What a surprise to hear from Brian. Many of the Golden
Oldies will remember having carried out new and routine
inspections with Brian in Gauteng. We look forward to inviting him to our AGM on 11th October at Jeppe Quandam.
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ALLIANZ GLOBAL SUPERVISORY BOARD
Together with its customers and sales partners, Allianz is
globally one of the strongest financial insurers, with more
than 86 million private and corporate customers insured by
Allianz. These customers rely on Allianz’s know-ledge,
global reach, capital strength and solidity to help them
make the most of financial opportunities and to avoid and
safeguard themselves against risks.
In 2016, around 140,000 employees in over 70 countries
achieved total revenues of 122 billion euros and an operating profit of 11 billion euros. This business success with
insurance, asset management and assistance services
is based increasingly on customer demand for crisis-proof
financial solutions for an aging society and the challenges
of climate change. Transparency and integrity are key
components of sustainable corporate governance at
Allianz SE.
The recent Annual General Meeting of Allianz SE, elected
a new Supervisory Board, with Michael Diekmann (photo
right) replacing Dr Helmut Perlet as Chairman. In addition, Sophie Boissard, Chairwoman of the Board of Management of Korian S.A., Paris, and Herbert Hainer, former CEO of adidas AG, have been newly appointed as
members of the Supervisory Board. Christine Bosse, Dr
Friedrich Eichiner and Jim Hagemann Snabe have
been re-elected.
Of interest to LIASA, is the fact that Geoff Hayward (right
below), Unite UK executive, has been appointed to the
Supervisory Board of Allianz Global. We know Geoff as a
senior executive of Allianz Engineering in the UK, who coordinates the lift and engineering inspections as we know
it on behalf of the insurers, who basically control all the lift
inspectors and their inspection codes of practice. Geoff
has joined the Supervisory Board based in Germany, as
from 5th may 2017 for a 5-year term of office. We congratulate Geoff on this preferment.
We would be remis in not stating that Geoff was honoured
at the recent Unite Allianz AGM in April with a highly recommended meritorious award for his many years of yeoman service to the UK engineering inspection industry by
the member association.

DoL vs SABS on forward LIFT STANDARD CONTROL
At the June LIASA Meeting, Peter Murray, LIASA’s representative and currently Acting Chairman of the SABS Lift
TC1082 Committee, reported on the many lift standards
that had been dropped by SABS as no longer falling
within their control mandate. Effectively, these standards will now fall under the direct control of DoL, for all
future governance in the Lift Industry.
The SABS TC1082 had resolved that the current open
SABS projects be cancelled to allow DoL to develop the
annexures and check lists as separate documents from
the standards. There is little doubt that DoL would have to
invite the Lift Industry to develop the proposed documents.

For starters, these standards are …






SANS 1545-3 : Lifts for disabled persons (stairlifting
platforms)
SANS 1545-4 : Lifts for disabled persons (vertical
lifting platforms)
SANS1545-5 : Access only goods lifts
SANS 1545-6 : Rack-and-pinion lifts
SANS 1545-8 : Inclined lifts … guidance for the application of SANS 50081-22.

We are equally surprised that the DoL Select Advisory
Committee has not been advised timeously of these developments, for we should already have been busy thereon.
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CODE of PRACTICE for
EXISTING GOODS HOISTS
Government Gazette No.R94 dated 3rd February 2017
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT
No.85 OF 1993 AS AMENDED
Code of Practice for Existing Goods Hoists installations.
Chief Inspector Mr Tibor Szana, published the above Code of
Practice for existing goods hoists installed prior to 30 September 2015, regulated under the Driven Machinery Regulations.

This Code is intended to provide the minimum requirements
for existing goods hoists that are now intended to be made
compliant to the new SANS 1545 Access Only Good Lift
standard.
In the new Driven Machinery Regulations promulgated in
2015, regulation 17 was repealed and it gave a directive that all
existing goods hoists shall within 5 (five) years comply with
the probvisions of the Lift, Escalator and Passenger Conveyor
Regulations … i.e. by 30th September 2020!
The Code defines the minimum requirements for …
 Machinery Spaces
 Machinery
 Controls
 Shaft Enclosures
 Cars
 Registration
 All units must be registered with the Regional office of the Department of Labour
 All Goods Hoists must comp[ly with the requirements for Lift,
Escalator and Passenger Conveyor Regulations SANS 1545-5

This gazette is available free-on-line at …
www.gpwonline.co.za

SANS FUNICULAR STANDARD
SANS 783 Funiculars has been
renumbered to SANS 1545-8.
Awaiting for SABS Economic Impact Department
of research to approve the preliminary work Item
for SANS 1545-8 - Otherwise it is ready for the
TC1082 Committee to ballot / approval thereafter to
DSS (60 days)
SANS 1545-8 … Safety rules for the construction and installation of lifts - Lifts for
the transport of persons and goods - Part 22:
Electric lifts with inclined path (including
ANNEX "A" & "B")

‘COMPLIANCE PACKAGES’
for OLD INSTALLATIONS
Confusion arose over the past two years with mostly
AIA’s and lift engineering consultants calling for (socalled) compliance package upgrades that have not specifically been gazetted for ‘passenger lifts’. Noting the
detail in the four ‘regulatory departments’ illustrated on
the bottom of Page 4, it is immediately evident that the
regulations and standards in force in a particular timeslot commissioning date, defines the technical shortcomings that need to be addressed for that type of lift.

Confusion also arose because the ‘sunset compliance
date’ for SANS 1545-5 Access Goods Only lifts has been
specified … firstly as September 2015 ... and now as
September 2020. These dates kicked in with the DMR
17 for ‘HOISTS’ falling away, being replaced by SANS
1545-5. The problem lies in the ‘hoists’ originally installed
under the 1941 and 1983 C45 Regulation, not being able
to comply with the 1983 DMR17, and now even less with
the SANS 1545-5.
DoL are aware that the ‘older hoists’ will have to be upgraded at the Owners’ cost by October 2020, but
equally accept that there just has to be a practical cut-off
date at some time. ‘Hoists’ not upgraded and registered
by October 2020 under SANS 1545-5 will then effectively
have to be switched off/decommissioned.
Willem du Toit and Theo Kleinhans foresaw this problem
and came up with two ‘compliance packages’, which
were costed for easy reference and published in the
Educom as long as 12 to 15 years ago. The proposed
packages focused on lift speeds below 1,6m/s and for
speeds above 1,6m/s.
This cut-off is governed by the lower contract lift speed
only requiring energy accumulation (spring) buffers and
‘instantaneous’ safety-gear up to 1,6m/s. Contract
speeds above 1,6m/s require a minimum of energy dissipation (hydraulic) buffers with ‘progressive’ safety-gear.
The higher contract speed also allows for ‘reduced
stroke buffering’ to enforce a terminal slow-down speed
before final Car impact with the buffer.
What the lists endeavoured to accomplish, was determine what the latest standards applicable were, as compared to what is physically installed on site. A SANS
50081-80 risk assessment would determine this …
With the Chief Inspector publishing the Government Gazette (as illustrated in the adjacent column) in February
2017, he removed all doubt of DoL’s minimum requirements, along with the directive of when they should be
completed.
Do yourself a favour and …
get the free on-line copy of this gazette as stated!
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW : LIFT INDUSTRY PENSIONERS?
SCHINDLER LIFTS
LATE ROGER STONEHOUSE
We regret to advise the passing of Roger Stonehouse on
Wednesday 14th June. He was Schindler’s Chief Buyer before he retired. We understand that he served Schindler for
over two decades in this position.
Roger was also well-known on the TV sports channels,
where he had made a name for himself as international soccer referee, until a gammy hip forced him to retire from the
sport.
(Regrettably we could not source a photo - Ed.)

SCHINDLER PENSIONERS
In a recent meeting with the new CEO of Schindler, Mr Jorge
Ramos, we discussed the Schindler pensioners and the contributions that they made over more than half a century, to entrench the Schindler logo as an icon for quality service and
products in South Africa. Mr Ramos made no bones about the
fact that Schindler is now operating in a highly complex and
dynamic working environment, in which they would like to
showcase the new developments which Schindler has embarked on lately.

A Schindler Long Service Award of yesteryear: Mandi Kleinhans,
Sherryl Bush, Gail Matus (Executive Secretary), Theo Kleinhans
(Board Member Field Operations), Lorretta Day (Paymaster), Late
Keith Bush (Regional Manager Kenya Nairobi), Waltraud and Peter
Hoffmann (Service Manager Pretoria, now retired to Australia)

JOHANNESBURG-SOUTH GROUP
In the interim period, a group of approximately 20 pensioners,
mostly ladies, made their own arrangements. They meet every
second month or so at the ‘Miss Grace’, near the Lido Hotel at
Eikenhof. The latest get-together was scheduled for Wednesday 28th June at noon. All Schindler Golden Oldies are requested to visit ‘The Golden Oldies’ Facebook page and request to join, ensuring that you are kept informed of events.

September 2010 OHSAct Amendments
‘Lift Inspection Service Provider’ (AIA)
We repeatedly get questioned as to the hefty rise in lift and
escalator inspection costs. By far the greatest cost contributor
to Lift Inspection Service Providers, is the costs associated
by the DoL enforced SANAS accreditation. It is no secret that
our initial accreditation and first two years of reviews have
amounted to approximately mR0,25. This includes the purchase of special metering and measuring equipment, with their
annual calibration costs to extoll valid calibration certificates.
Not to be ignored, are the Engineering Council (ECSA) membership costs. These include the annual subscriptions as well
as the annual CPD (continued professional development)
costs, which development is compulsory to ensure your continued registration. When we originally broached this exceptional cost of inspection increases with DoL, their retort was
to pass it on to the consumer. Our considered professional
opinion is that this OHSAct clause was conscripted without

This photo was taken at ‘Miss Grace’ on 28th June 2017 ...

fltr … Theo Kleinhans, Loretta Day, Katia Duarte, Janine Smith,
Lorraine Goldsmith, Leon Frazer, Roy Day and Mandi Kleinhans.

apparent concern for both the lift inspector and his clients.

SANAS Re-Accreditation after 4 Years
Lost in the small print of our AIA certificates, is the fact that
the stated stringent and costly accreditation is only valid for
4 years. Nine months before the expiry date, SANAS warns
the AIA to reapply, resubmitting the initial (and now upgraded) full documentation in PDF computer format.
What DoL seem to forget is that these re-accreditation costs
(like the initial costs), come of the top line or profitability (or
not) of the AIA’s income. The AIA has to pay these fees to
SANAS up-front, whilst then having to amortize them over
the next four years … hence the new hefty lift inspection
costs passed on to our South African lift owners.
Out of the original 172 RLI lift inspectors, only some 20
AIA’s have been accredited thus far. Me thinks the older of
these members will now throw in the towel. There is no way
that they can amortize these additional re-accreditation costs
over their remaining 2-3 years.
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PHOTOS & TECHNICAL CORNER
THREE PEDESTAL-BEARINGED
SCHINDLER GEARCASES
We get requested from time to time for specific article placements. We then query why these various issues are not printed
out every month and filled in hard-cover technical reference files.
A request this morning from a coastal colleague, was supported
that his file gets used so often that it is now falling apart, and his
PC with the original article, was already pensioned into obsolescence many years ago. So here it is placed again …
Approximately twenty years ago (yes! It was so long ago),
Schindler started experiencing main machine drive shaft failures.
The failures were due to the old method of building machines on
Note the top arrow which points to the brake calipers, so if the
blocks of 60mm cork as isolation against vibration on the con- drive shaft (bottom arrow) shears, the suspended car and cwt are
crete motor room floors. The supporting machine steels were
free to move, even with the brake operative. The middle arrow
then encased in concrete plinths on top of the black industrial points to the external pedestal bearing which sags if the machine
cork. The main car drive and counterweight diversion sheaves bedplate breaks up. The bottom arrow also points the position and
were then suspended between these RSJ’s or machine channels, direction in which the ultrasonic machine is pointed when measuring the drive shaft for possible failure.
depending on the layouts and contract loads.
Whereas this mode of installation was introduced circa 1945 (2nd
world war years), the support machine plinths and insulation
cork started to break up, causing the outer pedestal bearing to sag
infinitesimally. This was however enough for the drive shaft to
set up whiplash harmonics at high speed. The drive worm and
spur housed inside the gearcase, were supported by two heavy
bearings, which kept them perfectly lateral and unbending. The
external harmonics caused by the out-of-alignment of the sheave,
although at least 115mm in diameter, caused minute cracks in the
drive shaft steel, normally ‘pearlite’, best quality machine steel.
Unfortunately these minute cracks could not be seen or heard
until it was too late, with the drive shaft shearing. Since the
Schindler machine is designed with the main brake calipers
clamping on the drive motor, the 50% imbalance between car
and counterweight allowed the heavier one at that moment, to Many Schindler machines were however installed with monobases of steel, ensuring that the pedestal bearing will not move at
run away unabated, gaining momentum right into the buffers.
The immediate corrective action against this metal fatigue failure,
was the introduction of ‘Qualison Ultrasonic Testing’, as
Schindler preferred to call the test. It’s a very simple in-situe
method of placing an ultrasonic measuring machine in line with
the end of the shaft and turning the shaft through 360°. Any
crack in the metal then shows up graphically and a photograph is
taken. This test was initially proposed to be carried out every
ensuing 2 to 3 years. Schindler naturally carried these Qualison
tests out gratis for her contracted service customers. Installations
however lost to opposition service providers, were charged a
nominal fee. It currently costs approximately R5250 per lift, depending on geographic position and complexity of installation.
All it requires is a phonecall to your local Schindler branch office
Service Department for a quotation.

all for the whole base is one welded steel manufacture. With an
initial Qualison test, it is then not necessary to test it again, even
with the isolation rubbers (see arrow) perishing.

A further concern is that this specific contract has not been compliant for several years now as regards the 6-monthly rope inspections. The No.3 main rope started breaking up … no problem to
the service provider, they just removed the faulty rope without
replacing the whole set of six ropes. So-doing the aggregate factor
of safety of this installation has been reduced, and this is by no
means a seldom occurrence. It is surprising how the service providers remove faulty ropes without communicating with the Owners-Users. We have over the past few weeks had main and compensating ropes break up end then switched off and the faulty
rope removed. The serviceman has not inspected the ropes every 6
-months. To add insult to injury, the Service Supervisors are also
not checking every installation at least once a year … all contribIt goes without saying, that solid concrete machine bases have uting to the slow degredation of these older installations. We have
never yet been found to fail or even be suspect, as long as one likewise had lifts switched off for several months lately, because
the ropes have to be ordered from overseas, taking several months!
has proof that you in fact tested that machine originally.
Bear in mind that hundreds, if not several thousand, of these 3-pedestal bearinged Schindler machines are now serviced by competitors.
The onus now rests on them to ensure that they contract Schindler to carry out the ‘Qualison Ultrasonic Testing’ on these machines.
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LIASA WEBSITE

WINTER SOLSTICE 21ST JUNE
Last week we again experienced the South African Winter Solstice on the night of 21st-22nd June. This implies the longest
night and shortest day in our calendar year.

LIFT INSPECTOR COURSES
2017

This year a cold-front to the Cape, ensured that it was also one
of the coldest nights in many a year: Aliwal-North was the
coldest with –16°; Sutherland with –11°; Pearston/Camdebo
with a -7,5° and Colesberg/Hanover with –6°.

Antoinette Marneweck of TUT has advised us to please take note that the
courses for 2017 are …

‘GOODS HOISTS’ & ‘ACCESS ONLY’
GOODS LIFTS
The ‘Schindler eNews’ edition issued June 2017, carries a twopage article on the new hoist legislations as well as a two-page
safety article on escalators, with specific focus on ‘bollards’.
With Schindler’s new transparent communications focus to her
customers, we suggest that you contact the eNews Publisher
and Editor, Heidi Gussenhoven for a copy of this particular
edition … 082 337 1377 or heidi@enws.co.za

We are on the Web - go to …

www.iliasa.org.za

The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh
for the members’ benefit
LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition
as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA - Article 21 Association), formal Articles of Association were required, along with a formalized membership structure. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve
le Roux. Steve was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Committee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as
Regional Chairman Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chairman Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time.
The LIASA membership has regrettably reduced to 145 paid-up members, possibly due to the curtailing forces of the SANAS accreditation.

LIASA CONTACT DETAILS
Bonnie Peden - National Executive Secretary
Office: (011) 907-0133 - Telefax: (011) 907-0131
E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za

Website Address: www.iliasa.org.za
PO Box 531, Alberton, 1450

•
•
•

July course scheduled for 3rd to 7th,
with exam on 22nd July
November course scheduled for 6th to
10th, with exam on 25th November
The courses will be presented by
Clifford Kleinhans

For more information on prices and accommodation, please contact Antoinette
directly ...
Tel: +27 12 382-5164 E-mail:
MarneweckA@tut,ac.za

New LIASA membership cards have again been issued to all payed up
members. Please check with Bonnie if you have not received your latest card,
making sure that you are indeed paid up. Remember that proof has to be
retained in case you are called on to present them to ECSA. Membership of
LIASA ensures an ECSA subscription rebate more than equal to the
LIASA subscription, being a motivator to engender or retain LIASA
membership. □
EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS
Educom’s contact logistics, where you speak to …
The Editor - Bonnie Peden
Office: (011) 907-0133
Telefax: (011) 907-0131
E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
PO Box 531, Alberton, 1450
Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dissémination to all our colleagues around the RSA.

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD,
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, averaged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that …

« Ignorance of FACT is NO excuse
for any stated non-compliance »
« Liberty means responsibility That is why most men dread it »
George Bernard Shaw
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